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Cable logging systerrs are being applied frequently in thinning

yotnig-grth forests, brt the dynamics of these systems are relatively

urikncwn. This study is part of a research project to develop aerial

logging systens for thinning and to analyze them for economic, silvi-

cultural, and environirental implications. The objectives of my study

were:

To rreasure the influence of thinning intensity, slope

steepness, load size, skyline distance, lateral rigging

distance, and nurrber of workers on yarding tiies.

To develop a rrodel to simulate these relationships under

varying working conditions of the skyline system and to

identify proposals for improved logging rrethods.

I observed a cable-thinning operation on a 35-0 year old

Douglas-fir stand on gentle and ndium steep slopes. Three thinning

intensities of 70, 50, and 20 percent, respectively, were applied.

The skyline yarding work cycle was separated into six regular and
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three irregular e1ennts. I used the rnultinorrent time study irethod

to observe these elements and obtained values for the variables that

influenced these elements.

Stepwise multiple linear regression analysis was used to analyze

the effect of these variables on tine required to finish an element.

I developed regressions for four regular elements, carriage out,

lateral out, lateral in, carriage in, and for total regular yarding

tine. Regressions with the observed variables did not produce

adequate results for other eleirents. I analyzed only their frequency

distribution. I tested the results of the analysis against a sairle

fran the sane yarding systn in a different operation. Close

correspondence in a chi-square and t-test, respectively, suggests

the reliability of the regressions.

Several suggestions were made for rfodifications that may improve

the skyline system. They cxncer hooking and unhooking, the cable

nfiguration, and lateral yarding.

I developed a sinnilation jiodel in the GPSS-cxniputer language to

similate skyline thinnixig. The eleirents of the irodel can be nodified

to adjust to distinctive situations. I tested the influence of

lateral yarding distance ai total yarding tJie and simulated a regular

approach with limited lateral yarding distance and a "line thinning"

irthod.
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Simulating Skyline Yarding in Thinning

Young Forests

I. INrROWCrION

Douglas-fir type forests between 20 and 70 years old occupy

3.3 million acres (1 35 million hectares1) in western Oregon and

Washington. They represent 23 percent of this forest type west of the

Cascade Range sumit and have an estimated volwre of 37.9 billion

board feet2 (269 million cubic nters 3) (Williamson and Price, 1971).

This percentage and volt.nne will increase as old-grth forests are

cut and regenerated. Thinning is a baBic tool to manage t1se stands.

Internationally the aim of thinning is defined as follcMs (Ager and

Fries, 1969):

Thinning is an iniportant feature of sustained yield forestry.

Its aim is generally to irprove the status and development

of the reniaining stand by means of a reduction of the nurrber

of stems. Another aim may be to supply a dennd of wood,

which cannot be covered by clear felling only.

Until recently forests have been thinned ncstly by crawler

tractors, r'ubbertired s]d.dders, and skyline machinery adapted from

equipnQnt used in old-grc*'th logging. Rley (1970) has described

the nost ccnrnly used ground-based machines. Akre (1967) and 0 'Leary

(19 70) have presented son of the sky1ixe systeu that are presently

used for thinning . steep ground. Concern has increased about

physical changes in soil and damage to remaining tijier caused by

s3ddders and tractors. In addition, the use of these machines is

limited to gentle ground and fair weather. Hence, cable systems are

1 1 acre 0. '07 hectares

2 Scribner log rule

1 cubic nter rounã.iood = 1t1 board feet



being applied irore frequently in thinning young-grcth forests.

The dynamics of srrall skylines are relatively unknown. Studies

have been irin1y oriented tciards t1e n'ecthanics of the systerts

(Lysons and Maim, 1967; Binkley and Lysons, 1968; Carscn, 1970;

Cairipbell, 1970). Factors as range, set up tii, log volume per turn,

production per day, and cost of systews have not been investigated

for general use.

2



II. OBJECTIVES

Researchers at the School of Forestry, Oregon State University

have recently started a research project to develop aerial logging

systems for thinning and to analyze them for economic, silvicultural,

and environiintal irrlications. The project focuses on sn'il zmbile

skylines and has three purposes (Froehlich and Aulerich, 1g72):

To develop reliable basic data on production rates and

harvesting costs of skyline systerrs for land rranagers

planning to enter yotmg stands in the firture,

To learn hci.z the operating efficiency of skyline systems

ny be increased, and

To detennine the profitability of skyline and other logging

systeirs when used to thin young stands.

My study is part of this project. It is limited to one skyline

system and has the purçose of obtaining infonnat ion about the use of

this system in conirercial thinning of yoig forests. Specifically it

will:

Measure the influence of thinning intensity, slope steepness,

load size, skyline distance, lateral rigging distance, and

size of the wor]dng crew on yarding times for thinned

iraterial

Develop a ncdel to sinnilate these relationships tnder varying

wor]dng ondit ions of the skyline system and to identify

proposals for isnproved logging nethods.

In order to achieve these objectives I used the rriu1tinonnt tine

study nethod to observe a skyline thinning sh.z evaluated the tirre

3



study data with a irultiple linear regression analysis and built a

mdel in the GPSS-language to sinulate skyline yarding.



We assigned a unit of 10-12 as ('4.014.9 hectares) for each thinning

intensity on two slopes of 0-25 percent arid 26-60 percent steepness.

The niits were naired to express the thinning intensity (!-Iheavy,

£ Stems containing at least a 16 feet ('4. 88 nters) long log with a

diater (inside bark at the top end) of six inches (15.2
centineters) or rrrre.
1 foot = 0.3048 meter

1 inch 2. 5' centiireters

= thousand board feet

III. PROCAJRES

Area, Unit Layout and Thinning Regine

Personnel of the Forest Engineering Deparent conducted a

thinning operation in the school forest during the suirur of 1972. A

35-'40 year old stand on site-Ill land was selected. It was stocked

with Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga rrenziesii Mirb.), sporadically mixed

with Grand fir (Abies grandis (t)ougl.) Lindl.). Some hardwood patches

were intermingled with the conifers. The stand had a density of 200-

230 stems per acre (500-570 steirs per hectare).' and a volui of lO-l'4

f5 per acre (175-2'45 cubic Treters per hectare) (Appendix A).

We chose three desired levels of rentva1, based on the spacing

of remaining znerchantable trees:

5

Cttizg Rerroval Residual stews Average spacing

intensity (percent) (per acre) (per hectare) (feet) (rrters)

heavy 70 65 160 25 x 25 7.6 x 7.6

rrdium 50 109 270 20 x 20 6.1 x 6.1

light 20 170 '427 16 x 16 '4.9 x '4.9
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M:rnedium, Liight), and the slope steepness (1, 2). The codes for the

six units are (Figure 1):

On gentle ground Hi
(0-25% slope) Ml

Li

On steep giund H2
(26-60% slope) M2

L2

All sterns producing a merchantable log were considered for

thinning. The selection of trees to cut follaied the rules for a

selective type thinning (Douglas-fir Second Growth Management

Committee, 19'47). Specifically, trees were judged accxrding to the

following criteria (listed by priority) (Froehlich and Aulerich, 1972):

Leave: Better dorninants and codominants

smaller dominants
large codonthiants
better intennediates to maintain spacing

Reirove: Defective trees - crooks, sweep, poor form
Large lirriby dorninants - wolf trees
Merchantable interrdiates and overtopt'ed
Better ford dominants and codoirinants to maintain

spacing

A contract logger did all the logging work including selection of

the trees according to these specifications. His workers generally

follcied the rules for selection of leave and cut trees, but did not

reach the planned cutting intensities. After the logging had been

finished the actual reirva1 was closer to 60, 50, and '40 percent,

respectively, instead of the planned 70, 50, and 20 percent (Aulerich

and Johnson, 1973).
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The Yarding System

The oontractor used a rubbenrounted three drum yarding machine;

a Schield-Bantam yarder T-350 with a t53-Detroit diesel engine. The

machine was rigged as a slackline-skyline system for this operation,

with haulback line, a Ross nonclaning carriage, and two or three

chokers (Figure 2). Two guylines hold the yarder in place. A

mechanism to block the mainline is built into the carriage. A ferrule

near the end of the mainline snaps into this lock each time the main-

line is pulled in. This arrangeirnt causes a lift of the front end of

a load hauled to the landing, while the rear end drags on the ground.

The partial lift requires less pcer to pull a load and prevents

hang ups by stunps, rocks, or other logs in the skyline road (Carson,

1970 (Figure 3). The lock has to be released by hand.

The carriage has no slackpulling device but the mainline serves

as a loadline. All lateral linepulling niist be done by hand.

The yarding system is specially designed for thinning and is a

rather small unit by Pacific Northwest standards. Matching the

purpose of logging small wood, the lines are relatively light:

Type Length Diamater

In skyline thinning the yarder usually is located on a logging

road. No special landing is built at the top of each skyline road.

(feet) (meter) (inch) (centimeter)

Skyline 1000 305 3/'4 1.90

Mainline 900 275 5/8 1.59

Haulback line 1600 1488 7/16 1.11

Chokers 10 3 1/2 1.27



Figure 2. System Configuration

Yarder



Mainline brake
ralease

Haulback

Ferrule
mainline

Sliding Choker Bells

Figure 3. Carriage nstructiofl



The logs are decked on the downslope of the road. HcMever, several

special landings were built for this operation, partly to adjust the

yarding system to the ground oonditions in the units and partly to

leave a buffer strip ala-ig the forest road (Appendix A).

Normelly four persons are working with this system: a yarding

engineer to operate the machine, a chaser to unhook the logs at the

landing, and two chokersetters out in the woods. They corrmwiicate

with a battery-operated single channel radio transmitter that sends

sials to a whistle rrounted on the yarder. The chokersetters wear

this radio as a belt.

Tine Study Analysis - The Multinoment Method

I selected tine as the dependent variable for studying the

yarding. Tine can be accurately measured with sinple tools and is

equally related to both, men- and machine work. It is the basic

measure to which other variables, like transported volume or operation

cost, refer.

btion and tine studies are methods to record the time require-

nents for a given task. They are tools used to analyze factors

influencing the execution of a work cycle, and to find a method

nearest to an ideal that can be practically used. Barnes (1968,

p. 5) describes their use as follzs:

!btion- and time study may be used to determine the standard
nunber of minutes that a qualified properly trained, and
experienced person should take to perform a specific task
or operation when working at a normal pace. ... The xrost
conuon method of measuring work is stop-watch tine study.
The operation to be studied is divided into small elements,
each of which is timed with a stop-watch. A selected or
representative time value is found for each of these

U
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elements, arid the tis are added together to get the total
selected tL'ne for performing the operation.

In a preliminary study to investigate the working cycle I decided

to use the multinnnt time reoDrding method. This ITode gives a

definite result concerning the frequency percent of eleirnts (KWF,

1970). At regular time intervals an observation is made on the

elennt that is occuring, brt the exact length of each activity in

the working cycle is not recorded. This method is especially adapted

for long observations, for studies with many elenents, and for

activities that are very short. The record sheet is a simple

frequency list and easy to fifl out (Figure , Appendix C). No

calculations are necessary to obtain tinQs for each element. The

niu1tiiirrent time study nthod equals the method of activity sampling

(1W, 1969) or work sampling (Barnes, 1956, 1968) described in

knerican literature6, but with regular time intervals between the

observations. I prefer, hever, the term used in Europe, multi-

rranent method An observer can use this rrthod like other tiire study

methods, to rerd the duration of each single element, if he uses

a short tin interval.

A tine interval of 0.1 minutes was chosen. This interval is easy

to observe on a decimal mirufte stopwatch. Ti lengths for each

elennt can be rerded with sufficient exactness. To test the

accuracy of observations I noted start- and stop time of an

observation period and controlled the cnfonnity of the acc.nnu1ated

6 Other nans for this nthod are: snap-reading method (Tippett,

19314), ratio-delay study, observation ratio study, randan

observation method.
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observations with the caitrol ti. Tirr studies with a deviation

of irore than three percent between both times are invalid (KWT', 1970).

Al]. my observations shced a maximum error of one percent.

Elents of the work cycle

Regular elements are defined portions of the total working cycle.

They are variable elerrnts that occur during every, or a]Jx)st every,

cycle. The elennts that occur less frequently are called irregular,

they interrupt the nonnal working cycle or happen in addition to it.

Both regular and irregular elennts are riasured by the length of-

time required to complete the task connected with them. The general

rules for breaking dcMn a work cycle into eleirents are documented

by Barnes (1968) and the International Labour Office (1969).

I arranged the work cycle skyline yardthg into six regular and

three irregular elennts. The yarding cycle can be divided into

nunerous rrre eleirents (Chaniberlain, 1965). I considered them as

subactivities within the elennts that were ixiimportant for the

purpose of this study. The regular elennts generally foll the

standard activities that nstitute a skyline operation (Binkley,

1965).

Carriage out

The yarding engineer raises the skyline to clear the landing.

The carriage is pulled out by the haulback line or by gravity on

steep slopes to a hoo]dng area in the woods. The activity ends with

the stop-signal fran the rigging crew.
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Rigging out lateral

The skyline is slackened, the chokersetters grab the chokers

and open the lock in the carriage to release the mainline. Both pull

the rigging to a proposed hooking site. Then they signal to stop the

mainline drum.

Hooking

The chokersetters wrap steel cables, the chokers, around logs and

hook the ends into the chokerbells. They then step back to safety and

signal to pull the load in (end of the activity). This activity may

be repeated tzitil a full load has been asseirb1ed.

Rigging in lateral

The yarder pulls the load lateral tc.zards the carriage at the

skyline road until the femile on the mainline snaps into the

carriage. The skyline is raised again during this activity. The

haulback line is braked. It holds the carriage in place preventing

damage to remaining timber along the skyline road.

Carriage in

The carriage with the load is pulled uphill tcc.zarcls the landing.

The chokersetters spot out the next turn, then rest during this

activity. The activity ends when the engineer slacks the skyline to

place the load on the landing deck.



Unhoo)dng

At the landing the load is swung on the deck, the skyline is

slackened again, so that the chaser can open the choker hooks to

release the logs. He signals to the engineer that the worz cycle

can be restarted, when he is back in safety.

Reset

This is an occasional elerrent that occurs irregularly. It
interrupts the activities rigging in or can'iage in, when an obstacle

(e.g. a stunp, or standing tree) forces a change in the load or re-

arrangeirent of the chokers. The reset state ends after the clxker-

setters have restored normal conditicns and the interrupted element

can continue (e.g. after the skyline is raised again).

Delay

Delays are foreign elements within a work cycle that occur at

random. Two types of interruptions were distinguished: operational

delays and downtime. Operational delays are relatively short breaks

in the yarding cycle, caused by men or machine. Downtime is chiefly

caused by major equipment failures that force the wordng crew idle,

to repair worz, or do other tasks. For this study I considered each

interruption of rrore than ten minutes duration as downtime.

M3ving

The iroving activity occurs when a nurrer of working cycles have

been finished. After all logs that can be reached fran one skyline

16



road have been yarded, the lines are released and wound on their

drums. The yarder then noves to the next landing. There it is

secured with guylines. The entire crew, except the yarder engineer,

pulls the skyline and haulback line to the end of the skyline road

and riggs the tail tree.

I developed a man- and machine chart to show for each activity

the task of each worker and for the yarding machine (Figure 5).

Variables

A huge nuzrer of variables can influence cable yarding.

Chan'berlain (l65) listed 26 directly measurable variables influencing

high-lead logging. For the purpose of this study values for only

seven variables were obtained. Other factors were either difficult to

Ireasure and considered unirrortant to this study (weather, ground

vegetation) or were kept constant throughout the study (horsepower of

yarder, diameter of lines). The seven variables were defined as

follows:

Skyline distance

The length on the slope of each skyline road. I had measured

this distance in advance and marked trees along the road every 50

feet. During the yarding operation I recorded the distance the

carriage was pulled out from the yarder to a hooking area. I

estimated the range between the 50-feet marks to the closest ten feet.

17



Figure 5. Man- and Machine Chart - Elwrents in Skyline Yarding

Operaticn Ctkersetter (2) Chaser Yarder engineer Machine

CAPRIA O1JI Watch carriage,
give stop-signal

Idle Raise skyline,
ntrol speed of

carriage

Tension skyline, in-
haul haulback line,
outhaul mainline

1AERAL our Signal to drop skyline,
unlock mainline, pull
rigging out lateral

Idle Drop skyline,
control mainline drum

Release skyline,
outhaul mainline

HOOKING Set chokers on logs,
step to safety,
sia1 in1iaul

Idle Idle Idle

LATERAL IN Observe inhaul,
signal if load
reaches carriage

Idle Raise skyline, control
mainline speed, brake
haulback line

Tension skyline,
irthaul mainline,
brake haulback line

CARRIAGE IN Spot out next turn,
idle

Idle Control mainline
speed, deck load

Inhaul mainline,
outhaul haulback

UNHOOKING Idle Climb landing deck,
unhook logs, return
to safety, signal

Drop skyline,
idle

Release skyline,
idle

RES Rearrange load Idle Control lines and
tension

Lines out and in,
skyline released nd
tensioned

DELAY Equipment-idle
Other-depends on case

Equiprrnt-repair
Other-depends on case

Equipment-repair
Other-depends on case

Equipment-ciuse of
delay; other-idle

Fk)VING Take dain tail tree,
nove equip., pull lines
out, rigg up tail tree

Loosen guy lines, help
pulling lines oxt,
strain guylines

Control line irthaul,
nve yrder, control
line outhaul

Irthaul all lines,
irove to new landing,
outhaul all lines



Lateral distance

The angular distance, which the rigging was pulled out fran the

carriage to a hooking site, not the distance in a right angle to the

skyline road. I estimated this range to the closest ten feet. For

longer lateral distances I used a selfwindi-ng tape-measure.

Lateral slope

The slope direction the rigging was pulled out. I deterirdned

this variable in part of the observations only in three classes,

uphill, sidehifl, and dcznhill.

Nuirber of logs per turn

The load size of each turn that was hooked, pulled in lateral

and hauled to the landthg. I recorded the nurriber of logs that were

actually yarded, but did not include logs that eventually slipped off

the choker and were not reset.

Slope steepness

Conversation with Robert L. Wilson, Associate Professor of Forest

Engineering, OSU.

19

The inclination of the ground alg a skyline road. A surveying

class from the School of Forestry calculated slope steepness in percent

for each road7.

Actual thinning intensity

The percent of stens reiroved in comparison to the original stand.



Professor Johnson imparted these values for each unit8.

Crew size

The nuer of workers occupied with the system.

I recorded 685 skyline yarding turns during sumner and fall 1972,

with a mi.nimum of 50 tuns in each study unit. To obtain adequate

infor,rtion about all variables and abo.rt the irregular elements, I

tried to record tinEs over longer periods, preferably half or whole

working days.

20

8 ConversatiOn with K. Noxrt Johnson, Assistant Professor of Forest

Engineering, OSU.



IV. nATA ANALYSIS

Tfire Study Results

In a first evaluation of the data I calculated iran values of all

variables for each unit. The nans of independent variables give the

average logging characteristics in a unit during the time study

(Table I). For all 685 observations in all units they were:

2].

Skyline distance
Lateral distance
Load per turn
Cutting intensity
Slope steepness

310 feet (95 rreters)
50 feet (15 meters)
2.5 logs
50 percent
21 percent

The neans of the dependent variables are the time requirenrits

for each element of the yarding cycle under average logging conditions

in a unit (Table II). Together they add to the total yaixling tiir

per turn. Each elenent requires a given percentage of this total

tine (Table II). The skyline yarding turn averaged approxately

7.5 minutes. Twenty-six percent of this tine acunted for yarding

along the skyline. Lateral yarding and hooking plus .thhoo]dng consurred

27 percent each. Resets and delays used up the remaining 20 percent.



TABLE I. CUARACERISTICS OF STUDY UNITS

CiARACERISTIC
Hi Mi Li

STUDY UNIT
112 M2 L2 Average

Actual cutting
intensity (percent)

60 48 38 65 55 37 50

Siope steepness
(percent)

i4.2 i6.2 7.5 31.7 31.3 2'.5 20.9

Average skyline (feet) 290.1 i95.5 158.0 257.1 '90.0 310.9
distance (riters) 88.' 59.6 48.2 78.4 14.6 ])493 9L.8

Average iateral (feet) 46.5 47.0 40.6 46.6 50.1 65.8 L95
distance (riters) 1L.2 ])43 i2.' 1'.2 15.3 20.1 15.1

Average nuirber of iogs
per turn

2.3 2 14 2.7 2.0 2.9 2.9 2.5

Maxinam skyline (feet) 5L0 390 420 620 650 620 5L0
distance (riters) i65 i19 128 189 198 189 165

Maxiirnjjn iatera]. (feet) 200 i80 i40 250 130 i70 178
distance (ireters) 6i 55 3 76 40 52 5L

Nuirber of skyline roads 7 7 5 6 7 6

Area in skyline
roads (percent)

8 8 iO 8 iO i3 9.5

Nuirber of observations 148 71 65 270 76 55 11L



TABLE II. AVEMGE SKYLINE YARDING TI IN MINUI'ES AND PERCU\TT, BY ACTIVITy AND UNIT

ACIVITf
Hi Ml Li

SIUDY UNIT
112 M2 L2 Average

CarTiage out (nthi)
(percent)

Lateral out (n)
(percent)

Hooking (nan)
(percent)

Lateral in (n)
(percent)

Reset (n)
(percent)

0.85
11.81

0.91
12.6L

0.80
11.11

0.90
12.50

0.5L
7.50

0.62
9.17

1.lL
16.86

1.18
17.L6

0.93
13.76

0.71
10.50

0.L3
6.86

1.03
16.L3

1.52
2L.2L

0.68
10.85

1.11
17.70

0.76
12.L6

0.76
12.L6

0.8L
13.77

0.68
11.15

0.L0
6.56

1.00
ll.2L

1.25

1.78
20.00

1.08
12.13

0.80
8.99

0.97
9.62

1.30
12.90

1.98
l9.6L

1.65
16.37

0.99
9.82

0.77
10.19

1.06
1L.0L

1.35
17.88

0.99
13.11

0.76
10.07

Carriage in (n)
(percent)

Unhooking (nan)
(percent)

1.09
15.l

0.80
11.11

0.87
12.87

0.58
8.58

0.72ll.8
0.L6
73L

l.01
17.05

0.9L
is.a

l.7L
19.55

0.87
9.78

1.62
16.07

0.69
6.85

1.18
15.63

0.72
95L

Delay (n)
(percent)

1.31
18.19

0.73
10.80

0.32
5.10

0.68
11.15

0.38
'L27

0.88
8.73

0.72
9.5L

Total turn (n)
(percent)

7.20
100.00

6.76
100.00

6.27
100.00

6.10
100.00

8.90
100.00

10.08
100.00

7.55
100.00



Regression Analysis

The objective of data analysis is to discover the influence of

factors that were observed in an experirint on the dependent variable.

Regression equations relate independent and dependent variables to

each other as approximation of an assud functional interaction that

niay or may not exist (Draper and Smith, 1966; Landschuetz, 1967).

A regression equation can be described as a rrathemtica1 model that

shc.zs the coherence between observed data.

I used a standard computer progrn available at Oregon State

University, *5p, to generate regression equations for the activities

in skyline yarding. This program executes a stepwise linear regression

analysis of up to 80 variables (Yates, 1969).

For practical consideration I limited the number of steps in each

final regressicn equatic* to four and let variables rise to the

second pcer only. A logging engineer can use the resulting functions

for hand calculations when pl&ning his yarding operation.

As all obser'vaticns were from the saris machine and similar

Activity Average tiire

2'i

Average time

(minutes) (percent)

Carriage out 0.77 10.19

Carriage in 1.18 15.63

Lateral out 1.06
Lateral in 0.99 13.11

Hocking 1.35 17.88

Urthooking 0.72 9.5

Reset 0.76 10.07

Delay 0.72 9.5

Total 7.55 100.00
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working conditions, I set a 0.05 probability level to define signi-

ficance of variables. This is a high probability level for field

observations, where nwrerous uncontrolled factors can affect variation.

I used a F-test to define the statistical significance of the reduction

in variance of each variable that had entered the regressions. Many

variables were also significant at the 0.01 probability level9.

The regression equations were siificant for four eleirents of

the yarding cycle,

Ti.n carDiage out (Y1)

Ti.n lateral out (Y2)

Tine lateral in (Y)

Tine carriage in (Y5)

and for total yarding tirre per turn (Y9), a variable that corrines

all six regular elenents of the work cycle. All tirrs are expressed

in 1/10 minutes1

In the follcMing regression equations,

** indicates siiificance of a variable at the 0.01 probability

level,

* indicates siificance of a variable at the 0.05 probability

level.

1 0Move the decimal point of all coefficients, including constant, in

an equation one digit to the left to express tine values in minutes.



Nomenclature - Range of independent variables

Variable Code Range of variable

Skyline distance D 0-650 feet

Lateral distance L 0-200 feet

Nuirer of logs per turn N 1-5 logs

Slope steepness S 0-36 percent

Actual thinning intensity I 37-65 percent

Crew size C 3-5 men

Time required to fulfill activity j Y

Multiple correlation coefficient r

Standard deviation of the regression S

Carriage out (Y1)

26

2.522 r 0.78951

+ 0.0208 (D + S) lv* s 1.65362

- 0.000013 D2

+ 0.00035 2

Tisre required to pull the carriage out depends on the skyline

distance the carriage is hauled out and on slope in the skyline road.

Tine increases on steeper slope (Figure 5). Speed of the carriage

depends mainly on the inhaul velocity of the haulback line. With

steeper ground, hczeVer, friction and relative weight of this line

increase. This effects the irthaul-speed of the hauftack line and

slows down the carriage. An additional reason might be that the

operator reduced the speed of the lines on steep ground to control

the movement of the carriage better and to stop it at the required

point.
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Rigging oxt lateral (Y2)

"2
r 0.85263

+ 0.216 L :* s = 3.79716

- 0.00059 L2

- 0.o0ll i2 **

heavier cutting raduces lateral pulling time, as it is easier

to irove through a wide spaced stand (Figure 6). Eecause the system

requires manual slack pulling, the choker'setters have to pull the full

length of mainline, when irrving laterally (Figure 2). For this reason

I had originally considered two nore factors as siificant variables:

skyline distance and lateral slope. Yet, both factors proved insig-

nificant in the regression ani1ysis and were eliminated in the final

regression. From my observations, I explain this as follows: the

workers move at the sane pace under any circumstances. Thxt they work

harder when pulling slack at a hcoking area further down the road or

uptiill from the skyline road (dianrnd leading).

Rigging in lateral (Y1)

= - 0.53'49 r = 0.83385

+ 0.177'4 L ** s L4.12758

+ 0.6774 N *

+ 0.013 (LN) **

- 0.00053 L2

The curve for both, rigging out and rigging in, follais a

parabola with zenith close to the r dnnirn lateral yarding distance

(Figure 6, 7). Rigging out coirbines the subactivitieS: drop the
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= 2.522
+ 0.0208 (D + S)
- 0.000013 D2

+ 0.00035 2

r = 0.78951
S 1.65362

Figure 6. Tine carriage out by skyline distance and slope steepness
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skyline, grab the chokers, open the lock in the carriage, and

pull the rigging to a log. Rigging in contains: raising the skyline,

braking the haulback line, building up tension in the mainline, and

finally pulling the load in. Subactivities, other than actual

ncveint of the rigging from or to the skyline, are aJ.nost constant

in either case. They are basic parts of the elements, but they

acoDunt for relatively less tis in the total activity, if a longer

lateral distance occurs. This explains the shape of the regression

ftnction for both elenentS.

Carriage in (Y5)

Y5 1.9313 r 0.81363

+ 0.0257 D ** s 3.066'41

+ 0.tl3t16 N **

+ 0.0362 S

The regression equation shcis a straight linear relationship

between tine and skyline distance, slope, and load size (Figure 8):

for a given skyline distance, inhauling tine increases if slope becorres

steeper or the load heavier. This increase in tine is small, with a

rnaxirmim difference aroid 3/10 of a minute. The yarding machine has

sufficient pc.ier to pull a large load up steep slopes. But large

loads lengthen loading times, as the load has to be gathered in

several steps in thinning. They also cause damage to the reniaini-rig

stand, when logs laying in different angles to the skyline road ax

hauled in laterally as one turn. A load size of three or four logs,

hcMever, should be utilized whenever possible to achieve high



Y -0.5349 r 0.83385
+O.l77' L

+O.677L1 N s 4.12758
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-0.00053 L2
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Figure 8. Tine rigging in lateral by lateral distance and load size
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Figure 9. Tine carriage in by skyline distance and slope steepness - three logs per load
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production rates for the system. The increase in tine caused by

yarding loads of this size is negligible conared to total turn tiine.

Total yarding time (Y9)

The regression equation for total yarding tirre comprises all

eleirents but the irregular ones, reset and delay. It is established

on all factors that were recorded during the entire time study.

LLoL79 r 0.83213

+ 0.0605 D *!c s 11.82696

+ 0.2359 L

+ 6.0lt0 N

+ 0.1605 S

- 0.2090 I **

- 5.7036 C

This equation contains crz size as a variable. During a few

observations the norna1 crew size of four worzers was reduced and no

chaser was available. The yarder engineer then left his place to

wthook the chokers, after hauling the tuzii in and swinging it to the

deck. The engineer alone was airrost as fast as the chaser in these

thservations. During a few other turns, a fifth worzer joined the

crew arid helped to pull the rigging out. In both cases crew size

turned out to be an ins iüficant factor in the regressions for rigging

out and unhoo)dng, respectively. Hczever, crew size becorrs

siificant when the whole yarding cycle is analyzed and small time

fractions are sred.

This equation is a valuable aid for estimating average yarding
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times. I conared observed average tiirs in each study unit with

the predicted results from the total tirre equation under the saire

logging conditions as in Table I. As the regression equation does not

consider resets and delays, I added the tiiie acunted for these

elerrnts during the ti study (Table II) to the values calculated

by the regrssiofl equation. The results for each unit and for the

average of all observations show a close correspondence between

observed and predicted results (in 1/10 minutes):

A person planning a thinning operation can chose figures for

the factors skyline distance, lateral distance, nuer of logs per

turn, crew size, siope, and thinning intensity and insert them in the

equaticzt. The factors depend partly on the conditions of the area he

is planning to thin, partly on the yarding equipnEnt he will use, and

partly on his conception about thinning intensity, lateral yar<ing

distance, or logs per ioad. On the basis of total yarding tine per

turn, ce can cojrtrte the nunber of logs yarded and their volume per

hour or per day. These production rates again are prerequisite for

cost- d return calculations.

Unit Total tiir Total tine
turn predictedper turn observed per

Hi 72.0 71.6

Ml 67.6 65.0

Li 62.7 61.7

112 61.0 62.5

M2 89.0 83.8

L2 100.8

Average 75.5 71.3
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As an exaniple, I computed prcduction rates per hour and per day11

in each study unit under average logging conditions as before. The

ninrer of turns per day varies between '8 and 77 in the units. Be-

tween 139 and 208 logs are yarded daily. This figure dependS ex-

tensively on the average load size per turn. Volune per log throughOUt

the study varied little around an average of 51.5 board feet (0.35

cubic irters)1
2 Calculated volun production is 1082 board feet

(7.7 cubic ireters) per hour, 8652 board feet (61.'4 cubic meters) per

day on the average (Table III).

Analysis of other Elejrnts

The ste?4ise analysis did not produce adequate results for the

two eleirents hooking and urthook3Jg. The variables I considered in

this study did not explain a sufficient part of var'iaticn in the

data for these two elennts. The irregular elennt5, reset, delay,

and rrovixg, did not occur with enough frequenCI to make a regression

analysis possible.

HOOk3I-g

I had considered thinning intensity, slope, and nuIrer of logs to

hook as factors influencing hooking time. HcMever, several rtns of

the program with
coirbinatiofls of these factors did not produce

aduate results. During the tine study I reco&iized other factors

11Eight hour working day

1 2imnjcatiofl with K. Norman Johnson, Assistant Professor of Forest

EngineeriXg, OSU. Volun was corrputed from log scaling tickets.



TABLE III. PREDIC'rU) HOURLY AND DAILY TIMBER PRODUCI'10N1

Under average logging conditions as shcx.n in Table 1
2 Including reset and delay as shczn in Table 2

1 cubic rieter - l'l board feet
Eight-hour working day

Hi Ml Li

STUDY UNIT

H2 M2 L2 Average

Tine per turn
predicted2 (minutes) 7.16 6.50 6.17 6.25 8.38 9.8' 7.13

Logs per turn 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.0 2.9 2.9 2.5

Turns per hour 8.' 9.2 9.7 9.6 7.2 6.1 8.'

Logs per hour 19.3 22.1 26.2 19.2 20.9 17.7 21.0

Voluire per3 (board feet) 995 1137 l349 989 1075 911 1082
hour (cubic rieter) 7.1 8.1 9.6 7.0 7.6 6.5 7.7

Tunas per day4 67 73 77 76 57 67

Logs per dayL 15' 175 208 152 165 139 168

Voluire per3'4 (board feet) 7931 9012 10707 7828 8LO8 7158 8652
day (cubic rieter) 56.2 63.9 75.9 55.5 60.3 50.8 61.'
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that may influence the variance in the data. For instance, a log that

had partly penetrated the ground was more difficult to hook. In

other cases, the rigging was not pulled out far enough and the

chokersetter had difficulties reaching a log. But thinning intensity,

slope, and rnnTer of chokers used caused differences in time required

to wrap chokers around logs and build a load: In units I-U. and H2,

the system worked with two chokers only, whereas in all other units

three chokers were used. In Hl and H2 the average load was 2.3 and

2.0 logs and required 0.8 and 0. 8 minutes, respeatively. For all

other units the average load was 2.725 logs, requiring 1.6 minutes

for lxo)dng.

A coirçarisofl of average hooking time per log suggests influence

from the factors cutting intensity and slope steepness. In heavy

thirinings it was easier to locate a tux of logs and walki-rtg was

Urthooking

One factor caused exceptional variation in unhooking, height

s1er on flat

Unit

ground.

Average load
per turn

(logs)

Average hooking
tirre per turn

(1/10 minutes)

Time per log
(1/10 minutes)

111 2.3 8.0 3.5

Ml
Li

2.'4
2.7

11.8
15.2 5.6

H2
M2

L2

2.0
2.9
2.9

8.'
17.8
19.8

L.2
6.1
6.8

Average 2.5 11.3 L.5
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of the landing deck. As nore logs were hauled in and decked, the

chaser had to chub the log pile to unhook a turn. This was extreirely

dangerous as the logs lie loose and may roll off if weighted. This

factor increased unhooking time considerably, especially towards the

end of a skyline road when rrost logs had been hauled out. The problem

did not occur during the preliminary study, so that I did not

recognize it. Besides, rrasurerrent of the deck would have required

a second person taking tiis at the landing, while I was alone nd

observed all activities from the hooking area in the forest. During

part of the study the contract logger put an International S7-Hóugh

articulated-frarre skidder on standby at the landing. The chaser

used it to swing logs to oDld decks along the logging road. Hc.zever,

it was idle rrost of the time. I do not consider this as an adequate

solution, as it requires additional log-handling and an expensive

machine.

The frequency distribution for both hooking and uthooking in

0.5 minutes time-intervals reseirles a standard frequency distribution

(Figure 10, 11). I used a chi-square test for goodness of fit with a

binomial-, Poisson-, lognorna1-, and negative exponential distributicn,

but could not obtain sufficient conformity at the 0.05 probability

level (Linder, 1960; Hengst, 1967).

Reset

Resets occur irregularly during the activities rigging in lateral,

and carriage in. Turns that were hauled in laterally were blocked

by a tree or stunp. Logs slipped out of chokers that had not been
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wrapped tight enough. Also, logs of an incming turn might be too

long to swing from the lateral direction into the skyline road, but

uld rub standing tinber and would be in danger of breaking. The

process was nterTupted then and chokersetters iroved in to reset

the chokers. In other turns, the load was pulled backwards by the

haulback line to allcw for a wide turning radius.

In light thinning with nar'r'4 skyline roads and a dense remaining

stand, nre chances for resets are inherent. The anowit of tunis

in the study requiring resets varied from 3t percent in one heavy cut

unit to 57 percent in a light crt unit. Long lateral yardings in

light thinnings may have had several resets. Therefore this elerrnt

does not only occur Trc,re frequently, but also requires nore time in

light cuts:

The frequency distribution for reset tines in 0 5 minutes

intervals fits a negative exponential distribution (Figure 12) at the

0.05 probability level. Its value is:

-l.l,5 x 0.5
= p(X) = l.'5 x e

Unit Percent of turns Percent of total Average time per reset
requiring resets tuni time (1/10 minutes)

Hi 39.2 7.5 13.7

Ml t37 10.5 16.8

Ll 56.9 17.8 19.6

H2 33.7 6.6 12.0

M2 7 9.0 16.5

L2 56 13 9.8 17 6

Average 31.6 8.8 15.0
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Delay

Throughout the tiire study I recorded 169 delays, one every four

turns. Together, delays cansurred 11 percent of all thre. This is

not entirely true as several longer interruptions ended the obser-

vations. The yarder was dcn for a few days with a broken hydraulic

system, preventing any observations. Most of the other dczntirnes

were failures in the cable system as broken or stranded lines, or

difficulties with the hydraulic wind friction.

Dc.intiri elerrents seem to appear at random. They depend on

factors like age of the equiprrnt, quality of maintenance, or

frequency of overstrain of the machine. These factors are hardly

measurable in the tiire study. I therefore iiited the analysis of

delay to the values that had been observed during the t±ir studies.

The origin of these elenents may be human, such as interruption by a

supervisor, or a crew not ready at the working place. Other

interruptions were caused by the equipiient, as short repairs or

maintenance periods at the machine. Many of the latter breaks

originated in the winch system, if lines were not wound correctly on

the cable dnns.

A delay averaged 2.65 minutes. Only two observations were longer

than 12 minutes, 21 and 26.2 minutes, respectively. The frequency

distribution of delays follzs closely a negative exponential

distribution with the value

p(x) O.'416 x e°6 X 0.5



if the time values are grouped in 0.5 minutes intervals (Figure 13).

However, the two frequency distributions did not reach the required

ccnformitY at the 0.05 probabilitY level in a chi-square test for

goodness of fit. This is mainly due to a peak in the distribution

of delays in the U- and 12-minutes interval (Figure 13).

Movin

Changing the skyline road took between t5 minutes and two hours.

The average time was ate hour to haul all lines in, nove the yarder to

a new landing position, pull the cables out again, and tighten the

lines. An inortant factor in moving time is the ground profile of

the skyline road. A tail tree was needed on straight or convex slopes

to provide for adequate deflection of the skyline and ground clearance

of the load. Cliiring and rigging a tail tree added 30-'45 minutes

to noving time.

A Test of the Analysis

A irodel may fit the data used to build it very well, but it may

still not actually reflect the underlying relaticnShipS. To test the

equationS I developed, I took a sajle t study on another skyline

thinning. The yarding machine and the crew were the same and the

stand was '40 year old 1uglas-fir with similar characteristics to the

original study site. Thinning intensity was 35 percent airong the

conifers. The slope was 15 percent. The stand was different in one

major respect frcn the original site: it had been thinned once

before. Therefore, the average log was slightly larger, about 66

t14
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board feet (0.3 cubic rrters)1 and small trees that hamper an initial

thinning had been rejrved.

The purpose of the test was to detect whether ny regression

nDdels and frequency distributions represent time relationships

between variables, or whether they only fit the data of this one

study. I used a chi-square test for goodness of fit between a given

distribution and a sarrle at a set probability level. I assunEd it

was w1ikely that the data of a sarrle would follow the sane

distribution, if the original regressions had matched the observed

data only. For caiparison of total yarding tis I used a t-test.

I sanipled 82 yarding cycles in June 1973. The average

characteristics of the saitple observations were:

skyline distance 287.8 feet
lateral distance Lt9 feet
load size 2.15 logs

I grouped the eleirnts into the follc.zing classes:

Elennt Range Class

Carriage out 0-520 feet 50 feet
Lateral out 10-100 feet 10 feet
Hooking 0-3 minutes 0.5 Tfl flutes
Lateral in 10-100 feet 10 feet and load size
Carriage 0-520 feet 50 feet and load size
Urthoa]dng 0-2 minutes 0.5 minutes

Each class should ntain at least four observations (Linder, 1960).

I corrbined two classes, if this condition was not accorrçlished. I

stiinated vole, the scaling tickets were not available at this
tine.
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znputed the mean value for each class and calculated the corresponding

predicted mean fran the regressions or frequency distributions. These

two figures entered the chi-square test for each class:

- (observed - predicted value)2
predicted value

I mpared the sum of all chi-square values of an elanent with the

table value of the chi-square distribution at the 0.05 probability

level (lAnder, 1960). The results shc.z a highly significant rre-

spondence between the models and the sdmple elements:

For the elelrQnts Reset and Delays, I could not observe enough

data in this small sarrle to conduct a chi-square test. There were

20 resets during the 82 observations, 2i.il percent of all turns.

Nineteen delays occurred in the sample, for 23.2 percent of the time.

The number of sarrle data for total yarding ti (without resets

and delays) was insufficient to conduct a chi-square test. I could

rt fill the classes with enough data, if I considered all three

variables of the total time equation, skyline distance, lateral

Activity chi-square chi-square table degrees of
observed (0.05 level) freedan

Carriage out 2.392 16.919 9

Lateral out 16.919 9

Hooking 7.586 9.82
Lateral in, 2 logs 2.257 11.070 5

Lateral in, 3 logs 0.579 7.815 3

Carriage in, 2 logs 358 12.592 6

Carriage in, 3 logs 5.991 2

Unhoo]dng 2.93 5.991 2



distance, and load size (tl-thm.ing intensity and slope steepness were

(x)nstants). Therefore, I calculated the predicted total tiire values

for all 82 observations with deviations from the observations. I

nsidered both, observed and predicted values, as sayriples of a

statistical total of skyline yarding turis and tested the hypothesis

that the nan values of both saniples are equal. The statistical

irethod for this exairiination is tue's t-test (l3rndt, 1968):

- Difference between means
Standard deviation of difference

Results of the conarison were (in 1/10 minutes)

Observed Predicted Difference

The calculated t-value is ____ - 1.14145. This is smaller than the

table voluire t(0005,162) 1.975. Therefore I accepted the hypothesis.

Most observaticns are slightly lcMer than the predicted values.

I explain part of this deviation from the fact that the sanqDle was

taken in a stand that was thiimed for the second time and was stocked

with heavier timber. Another reason, which I cannot prove, may be

that the 'ew worked on a quicker pace while I was collecting the

sanple data. It is a rrn problem during the initial period of a

tizr study that rkers txy to work at a pace different fran their

norM]. performance (KWF, 1970).

The close rr'espondence suggests the reliability of my regression

Sum 3755 4500.1 -7'45.l
Mean 45.79 514.88 - 9.09
Std. deviation 114.75 13.56 6.29
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equations, at least for this particular yarding machine. To be

applicable for a irore general use, the riodel should be tested against

observations from several other machines and varying conditions.



VI. SUGGESTIONS FOR SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS

Several, suggestions for yrodifications of the yarding system

result from iry tijie study observations and from my analysis of the

yarding system. They have to be analyzed and tested in practice

before they can be considered as real system improvements.

Hooking

The two chokersetters worked only percent of the total tine.

If several sets of chokers were used with the system they could

preset another turn of logs during the rest of the time. Because the

hauJ.back line is led behind standing trees in thinning, it causes

no imninent danger to the workers, as in clearctrtting. Presetting

chokers would reduce hooking tines and it could increase the average

load size if all chokers were utilized in every turn. Log production

per day depends to a great extent on the nurrer of logs per turn.

Soiretins it is difficult to obtain a full load in thinning as no

logs were cut at a spot. Hc.zever, I nsider it unproductive for the

dokersetterS to pufl. the rigging 100 or nxre feet out to hook only

two logs, trying to keep hooking tirrs short, when they could have

czibined four logs in one turn by presetting part of the chokers.

The rernining tirre should still be sufficient for recuperation from

the har1 linepulling work.

Unhoo1dxg

The system in its present forn requires an additional worker, the

chaser, to tmhook the incxMning turns The chaser is idle for 90

50
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percent of the tiire, expt when he has to buck occasionally a tree

that was hung up during felling and then hauled in full length to

the landing. Letting the yar'der engineer do the unhoo)dng is a

possible solution, as shn during sorre observations in rr' study,

but not adequate over longer periods, as the engineer would be over-

stressed. Tree length yarding widely used in Northern Europe (Sarnset,

1973) might allow a irore productive use of the chaser's tine. The

division of labour is redistributed: the fallers cut and limb the

trees and buck the top only, the sten are hauled in full length to

the landing, and processed there into logs by a bucker. In thinning,

where only two or three sorts of logs occur, the chaser can do this

work. He can use a tractor, possibly with grapple to avoid jrnual

resetting of chokers and pull the stens from a landing deck to a

wor4dng area parallel to the road. There he bucks them and decks the

logs into piles at the road separated in classes. In this case,

tiither fefling requires less tine, the chaser's work capacity is

utilized better, and the tractor is nor'e efficiently used.

Haulback line

A haulback line is necessary if a nonclarrping carriage is used

in thinning to hold the carriage in place in lateral yarding. The

carriage itself would nu out from the yar'der by gravity on slopes

steeper than 15 percent. But it would nove up the skyline road, when

a load is pulled lateral in an angle to the road. The load line would

scrape off the bax from trees along the way. The haulback line

itself has disadvantages: it is a high-speed line that works like a
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Course FE 560, Logging Methods.
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sq if it nibs on trees; it slcMs dcx.m lateral yarding if it is laid

out close to the skyline road, as incoming tunis have to cross under

it; it is a possible fire hazard in sunr when a comerlock or

tailblock heats up; and it increases iving time as it is an additional

line that has to be laid out in each skyline road. Carriages with a

clanping device that prevents moving an the skyline could operate

without a haulback line on slotes over 15 percent and would sii1ify

the whole skyline system. A different solution are running skylines.

There the haulback line nxis along the skyline road and haulback and

inin1ine together provide lift and ixvennt to the suspended load.1

Winch system

Numerous short delays were caused, as càl es j amred on the dr

so that they could not be pulled out, as the mainline wound up next

to the drum instead on it, or as other lines entangled and had to

be cleared. If fairleaders were built in front of mainline- and

skyline dn.nis to assist reeling the lines in even layers, ist of

these intemiptions could be avoided. This would not only reduce

the delays caused by cable trouble, but also reduce line wear.

Lateral yarding distance

Lateral yarding accounts for a]st 30 percent of total yarding

tine (Table II) and is strongly correlated with lateral distance.

Various proposals have been made to reduce the problem of llecting
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logs scattered over a wide area. A simple approach is to reduce

lateral yarding distance. This, however, may result in numerous

skyline road changes. A nore sophisticated approach has been developed

in thinning Western Hemlock (Ma:thberg, 1969). In this method the

loggers cut herringbone-like strips acute angled to the skyline road

and leave the adjacent stand untouched. Adamvich (1968) has described

the "line thinning" method as still another approach that cozromises

between the goal of redistributing growth to fewer trees and the goal

of lcw logging costs for harvesting sniall tijrber. He has expla3.ned

the nethod as foll.zs (Figure l'):

Frequent lines should be planned no further apart than
three times the height of the stand. All trees along this
line will be cut regardless of their silvicultural importance.
The width of the lines will be dependent on the yarding
technology used. After the trees have been removed from
the lines the neighbouring trees will be thinned with an
above average intensity. Thinning intensity would decrease
with increasing distance from the line, having a band of
iuthinned stand halfway between lines. At the next thinning
(in 10 - 15 - 20 years) new lines will be established in the
previously unthinned bands, in a siirilar manner. The third
thinning might be based on individual tree selection,
leaving the best trees for the final harvest.

I consider reductions of lateral yarding times as the larger

opportunity for inprovement in skyline thinning. Therefore, I chose

lateral yarding distance for a rore intense scrutinization. In the

follc*zing chapter I will describe a simulation nx1el and its use to

simulate the effects of reducing lateral yarding distance and using

line thinning on total yarding time.
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Stand profile before thinning
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coirbination.

I simulated thinning of a rectangular stand, 2800 feet long and

700 feet wide (853 x 213 rreters), on a 20 percent slope. The

rectangular form reseirbles the usual n'ethod of thinning a strip of

land from a logging road above without building special landings for

the yarder. To simplify the simulation, I assund that the road was

straigit for the length of the thinning area and that all skyline

roads were parallel to each other. The simulated stand had a density

of 230 trees per acre (568 trees per hectare). I assurted a thinning

intensity of 50 percent or 115 trees per acre (28L trees per hectare)

and. one log per cut tree. I kept load size constant at three logs.

Each nxi simulated 1730 skyline turns (5190 logs) as transactions

through the system. A change of skyline road r'eauired a fixed time

of 6L minutes.

The simulation model uses n, regression equations and frequency

distributions to determine tirz requirenients for each activity. The

program assigns five paraneters to each transaction:

skyline distance, in ten feet between 0 and 700 feet, randomly

selected

lateral distance, ten feet between 0 and inaxirnun lateral

distance, randomly selected

load size per turn, three logs nstant

slope steepness, 20 percent

thinning intensity, 50 percent

In order to get integer values in the equations, a requirement of the

simulation larguage, a ti aiit of 1/1000 minutes was used. Each



tine a transaction enters an activity block, the program incerts

these paraireters in equations to calculate the time lag of the

transactic n this block.

Simulating Lateral Yarding

To test the influence of lateral yarling distance I kept all

factors constant, except this variable. I examined maximum lateral

yarding distances of 200, 150, 100, 50, and zero feet. With zero

lateral distance only skyline roads were logged and the intenediate

stand remained untouched. The roads were 700 feet long and 20 feet

wide. Reduced lateral distance increased the nurrber of skyline

roads in the area. Each road was a srr.a1l clearcut, 0.32 acres

(0.13 hectares) large and produced 75 logs. To maintain the proposed

thinning intensity for the total area, the stand between the skyline

roads was thinned less and less. As the nurrer of roads increased,

thinning intensity for the stand between the skyline roads decreased

from L3 percent at 200 feet lateral distance to zero when only sky-

line roads were cut (Table IV)

The saire simulation model with the same specifications was 8pplied

to test the line thinning nethod. Hc.iever, skyline roads and all

thinning strips were 30 feet wide. I chose thinning intensities of

70, 50, and 30 percent, respectively, for the lines, beginning with the

largest intensity at both sides of a skyline road (Figure 114).

Unthinned 30 feet wide strips were inserted between each area. Each

strip covered an area of 0.'482 acres (0.195 hectzres). The whole

area logged from one skyline road was 3.86 acres (1.56 hectares),

61



TABLE IV. SPECIFICATIONS OF LATERAL YARDING SIMULATION

skyline roads (feet)

Area yarded from
a skyline road (acres)

No. of skyline roads

Total logs cut

Logs cut in
skyline roads

Thinning intensity
in stand outside
skyline roads

Logs per skyline road

Percent of logs cut l'4.5 18.8 28.9 57.8 100.0

in skyline road

62

Max. lateral
distance (feet)

200 150 100 50 0

Distance between 282 212 1142 70 '40

14.53 3.'4l 2.28 1.13 .614

10 13 20 '40 70

5190 5190 5190 5190 5190

750 975 1500 3000 5190

142.8 '40.6 35.6 21.1 0

519 '402 261 132 75
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including unctrt strips (Table V).

The five nuns of the regular simulation jrrxlel with lateral

distances between 200 and zero feet require total yarding times

between 205 and 2L0 hours (Table VI). The variant with the shortest

requirement, is lateral distance to 50 feet. Cutting skyline roads

cnly had the shortest average turn tirre with 5.13 minutes, but

required 69 changes of skyline roads. Daily log production is based

on average tun tine including rroving tirre and ranged between 17'4

and 202 logs per day for the different lateral distances (Table VI).

Line thinning, as a systematic approach to thinning, avoids the

regular distribution of logs over the whole thinning area. Most logs

are aggregated close to the skyline road, where they are easy to haul.

The maximum lateral yarding distances in line thinning is l7 feet,

hcMever, 60 percent of all logs are yarded within zero and 60 feet

(Table V). This is expressed in a total yarding tirr of 202 hours,

which is shorter than the best results in regular yarding. Line

thinning has a daily production of 205 logs (Table VI).



Area yarded from
a skyline road (acres)

No. of skyline
roads

Total logs cut

Logs per
skyline road

Percent of logs
cut in skyline road

3.856

12

5190

141414

214.3

6'4

TABLE V. SPECIFICATIONS OF LINE THIIINING SD4JLION

Thinning
intensity (percent)

100 70 50 30 0

Width of strips
(feet)

30 60 60 60 30

Area of strips
(acres)

.1482 .9614 .96'4 .9614 .1482

Logs per strip 108 159 111 66 0

Percent of cut 214.33 35.81 25.00 114.86 0

Maxiirnirn lateral

yarding distance
(feet)

21 63 105 1147 --



TABLE VI. RESULTS OF STPJLION RUNS WITH lATERAL DISTANCE AS VARYING FACTOR

Maximum lateral No. of required Required total Average tiire Average time per Daily log
yaixing distan skyline road time per turn turn including production

(feet) changes (hours) (minutes) noving (mm)

200 9 238.5 7.95 8.27 174

150 12 228.L 7.50 7.92 182

100 19 215.2 6.78 7L7 193

50 39 205.3 5.69 7.12 202

0 69 221.3 5.13 7.68 187

Line-Thinning 11 202.6 6.65 7.03 205
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VII. Suimaxy and Conclusions

I studied the perfornce of a small skyline yarder of corrn

design in a thinning operaticn. The yarder was working under several

slope conditions and thinning intensities. I applied the railti-

nment tine study nethod to observe the system. The regular work cycle

was split into six elerints:

Carriage out

Lateral out

Hooking

Lateral in

Carriage i.n

Unhooking

The irregular elements Reset and Delay interrupted the work cycle

at erratic intervals. -kving occurred when a skyline road had been

finished. I used regression analysis to examine the influence of

variables on time requirerrents of each eleirent. The follcMing seven

variables were considered:

Skyline distance

Lateral distance

Lateral slope

Nuirber of logs per turn

Slope steepness

Thinning intensity

Crew size

Regression equations explain the variation of four elennts,

carriage out, carriage in, lateral out, lateral in, and of total
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regular yarding time without resets and delays. For the other elements

I developed only frequency distributions A test of each irdel shczed

a lz probability of pure chance relationship between the variables

and the tisne study data. The equations and distributions can be used,

within range limits, by experts to predict the tine requirerrnts for

each element in skyline thinning and to estimate total yarding tiire

for a thinning project.

All my analysis is based on one single skyline system and tested

against one different sairple of the sane system. To further test

the validity of my data and to inprove the results for nore general

use, nore studies should be made in other thinning projects and with

different yarding equipment. The studies should include additional

variables. Several factors might influence the regression ritxiels

arid should be tested, e.g. skyline deflection, slope of the chord1

angle to the skyline in which the logs are felled, or vol.m of the

load per turn. Additionally, type and length of breakdci.4ns should be

recxrded to gather infonation about the frequency of occurrence and

tout their influence on the performance of the yarding system.

I developed a simulation nxdel in the GPSS-corr'IMIter language.

It can be used to predict results of an actual thinning project, or

to experiment with theoretical situations, like proposals of improved

yarding nthods, and test their possible practical application. I

used this rixxiel to exndne the influence of lateral yarding distance

in skyline thinning and suggested two solutions to reduce lateral

15A theoretical straight line from the skyline block on the boom

of the yarder to the anchorage of the skyline on the tail tree.
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yarding time: to limit maximum lateral distance to 50 feet, or to

utilize a "line thinning" technique as discussed by Adanvith (1968).

I consider both solutions as practicable. They should be further

evaluated in consecutive thinning studies.

Several other modifications may ijirve the skyline system I

studied:

presetting chokers could reduce hooking tines and provide

large loads per turn;

tree length logging would redistribute the division of work,

as bucking would be displaced from the woods to the forest

road. It would better utilize the chaser's work capacity

in skyline thinning;

a c1arring carriage or a rinining skyline would make the

haulbac.k line, a possible trouble spot in the present system,

wmecessaxy;

i) the installation of fairleaders that regulate the reeling

of skyline and mainline could reduce the nimber of delays.

These suggestions should be analyzed further before they are applied

in practice.

Skyline yarding is an old logging method in the Pacific Northwest,

which has advanced technologically over time. However, it has been

developed in old-grcx.rth logging and was applied to thin second-graith

only recently. Further research is essential to advance the capa-

bilities of skyline yarding in thinning.
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Figure 18. High piled landing deck after a skyline road
is finished. The yarder is wor'king in another
road (unit Ml).

r

-

Figure 19. Rigging in lateral. The picrtre shcMs possible dairage
on standing trees, if the carriage is not positioned
exactly on the skyline road (unit H2).
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Figure 20.
View of a skyline road from
the yarder engineer's seat
(unit M2).

Figure 21.
Yarer from the rear, shc.zing
druns to tighten guylines on
top of gantry.
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RLAS
T RASFER

1000,,,, ,9
Cl ,K2,tULL
1
200

F N I
FN2
K3
K2

7, K5

10
1
200
5

via
10

1.5,LT ,HOOK
20
V2t3
20
30
FUJO
30
40
V4 0
40
, NEXT

GLNEATE SKYLINE LCAOS
WAIT FOI YCLl
WAIT FO YA.CER
IS YAROE 3USYA
P4RAM.T S!(YLIIJE 0ISTACE
P4RAMETER LATERAL 0ISTACE
P1TER LUAU SIZE
PRAT SLCFE
PRAMaT:ER IUINNING INTc.NSITY

L.AVZ QUEUE.
Et1GAGE YARUER - ST- 4EX1 TUR4
PARA'1ETt T'ANSIT TIME STAT
T1M. CARIGE OUT

14.5/. WITHCUT LATERAL YARCII'iG

TIME LATERAL OUT

TIME HOOKING

TIME LATc.RAL IN

GO TO Nc.XT
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4

S IfIULAT E
4

4PARAMETEi SKYLIM DIST.tC
1 FUNTIOI. R:J1,8

.125 0 .25 10 .375 20 .5 30 .6.25 40 .75 50
.875 60 1.0 70
4PARA.'IETE' LiTEAL OESTAI.CE

2 FUNC[IOI Rt1,01O
.095 1 .19 3 .265 5 .38 7 .475 9 .57 ii
.665 13 .7b 15 .8,5 17 1.0 20
TI.1 HOOKPG

30 FUUTION RNI,C10
.2029 500 .5795 1000 .736o 1500 .3802 2000 .9503 2500 .9824 3000
.9941 3500 .9970 40'JO .9985 LthOO 1.0 5000
4TIVE RST

50 FUtCTION R 1 ,C1
.272 500 .51 1030 .6. 1530 .747 2000 .82 2500 .872 3000
.903 300 c)31 4000 .955 4J0 .969 5000 .979 5500 .986 6000
c39j 6500 .955 7000 .596 7500 1.0 3000
4TP1E UI'iHOJKING

70 FUNCTIO1 RNI,C9
.391 500 .81. 1000 .924 1500. .961 2000 .98 2500 .989 3000
.993 3,00 .957 40110 1.0 45110
TIt4E DELAY

80 FUNTICN RNI ,C20
.232 500 .sl 1000 .5.7 1500 .652 200'] 731 2500 .796 3000
.43 3,00 .373 4000 .909 4500 .931 500') .947 5500 .96 600')
.971. 6,00 .9/8 70)0 .985 7500 .99 8000 8500 .997 '003
.9'3' '3500 1.0 10000



78
T1'IL HOGt(ItG (NJ LATEAL Y.r3IiG)

HCOK SEI 31
AGV4C FN3O

LiASE 31TAF ,N.:XT

XT T.A.JSF .530,EST,CIN WITri RtSET

SET SLI ZE 50

AOVCE FiO TI'1

RELSE 50
TRA"SFc.' ,C19

CIN SEIZE 60
AOVNCE V60 TItlt CARRiAGE P1

60
SEI? 70
CVThCE FN70 TIME UNOOKING
LEASE 70

TPANSFER .750,JELY,LAFL) 2EZ NITH OELAY
DELAY SUI?IE 80

AOVAiCE Ft190 TIM. DELAY
EL:AsE SO

TRAISFE¼ ,LANO GO TO LAND
LAND MARK (3 PARAMET.R TRANSIT TIME STCP

TA'3ULATE I

SAVEVALUI 303,V3
TEST L X31J0,519,CHAlG IF 519 LOGS YARDED, CHANGE ROAD

FINAL LCGIC R 200
TERMINATE 1.

4

CHAI1GE OF SKYLINE ROAD
CHANG SEIZE 90

SMEVALU 250,Vt.
SAVEALu: 350,13
SA/VALUE (,0),Ci.

cRI.'IT 253,L.00,X
AOVANCC 32000
RELEASE 90

SEIZE 91
AO/-NCC 32000
REL!ASE (31

SAV1ALUE 300,K0
TRASFEW ,FINAL

NULL TER:IINATE 0

4

VARIA9LES
I VARIABLE
3 !AR1A6L
k VARIABLE
5 !ARLA9LE
10 VARIABLE
11 VARLA3LE
20 VARIABLE
1.0 VARIABLE
bO VARIABLE

4

TAOLES
I TABLE

4

DISENGAGE YAROER - START NEXT TURN

NO. OF SKYIU.E ROADS
NO CF LCGS YADE0 tOTAL
CLOCK, WHEN ROAD IS FINISHO
PRINT YAQ.OItlG STATISTICS
TIME REMOVIIG SKYLIE

TIMc. LAY CUT NEW SKYLINE

RESET NO. OF LOGS YARDED
GG TO FiNAL
TERMINATE OUM1Y LCAOS

F9-P8
X3 00PL.
X230 ii
X300X35 0
K252+V1121-P1Pt13/1OOPSPS4
Fl sP5
K551#P24 21b-P2P2G?4P7lI
P2 177 +P LI5 FL4 t3-P2P25-K53
K1'3 +Pj2t,fP+sfP536

Vi,i000,500,50 TINE TOTAL YAFcOING PER TURN

S TART 1730
END



APPENDIX C

TIME S'IUDY 1ECORD SfltZI' FlUID

WITH FIELD DATA (UNIT F!2)
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TU1

NO.
CARR.

O1JF

LC.
kJT

HOOK IAT.
fl

RISE1' CARL
DI

UN-
!OOK

DEL/( TOTIiL SL
DI$

IAT
DIET

LAi'
SLOPE

NO.
LOCS

TAG

NO.
CO2CTS

r. n : £ .- ISo

2 o :: C'i : -

r 0 U : r. I -
'4 n T f'. t3 - Z

- r 13o So - 2

C
C 3 5o r, C

a .: - loG -

o r. r. . -

r. a L, tL4o i.o -
- 2.

:: '-o too - Z

- B r - 2

r : r. : L,. Uo - 2 4 J

.

tr. lob ZC.

'C
. % 2.. o 2.

.1
zco 2. +

B:: ' 2 z.

T911 SICfLD1E YAING t 8I22/z S1
STP': 0g U 2 ,


